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ABSTRACT

We act Halts on the Mixing of heavy neutrinos Into the auon

family, |u^|2 for neutrino masses in the range 30 to 70 MeV/c2.

Both Che Michel parameter and the e + spectrum are used. This comple-

ments limits from leptonlc decaya of paeudoscalar mesons. He also give

indications of how current experiments can be used to improve these

limits.
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Recently several experiments have been completed1"3 that searched

for the existence of neutrinos with mass m^ In the range of nij-1-

300 MeV/c2. The most accurate experlaents are the searches for extra

peaks in the two body leptonic decays of the pion and the kaon. These

results are used to place new stringent limits on the mixing of any

heavy neutrinos Into the muon and the electron families'*. The para-

meters are represented by Uuj and Uei respectively. Figure 1

summarizes the current experimental limit* on |UpiI2- In the mass

range of m j ^ O to 70 MeV/c2, no limit on Uwj exists since such

neutrinos are outside of the klnematlcal limits for »t2 decays and

not accessible to Y^2 experlaents due to experimental resolutions.

On the other hand, for this range of mi, the mixing |Uei|
2 ia

well constrained by «ev experiments.3 The values of |Uei!
2 are of

the order of 10-l*-10~e. In this note we point out that using measure-

ments of the Michel spectrum In ordinary muon decays, I.e. y+*e+vv',

coupled with the limits on |ueil
2 given above, we can set a limit

on |uMil
2 for mj-1 to 70 MeV/c2 which 1* relatively free of

theoretical uncertainties. Hence, we can close the gap on |Upll2

albeit the numerical limits are much poorer compared to direct two-body

decay searches. At the end we also discuss the advantages and disad-

vantages of using precision measurement of the Michel spectrum to

search for heavy neutrinos as compared to muon capture in nuclei for

this range of heavy neutrinos'*/ 5.

The theoretical expression for the mixing of heavy Dirac neutrinos

In muon decays with radiative corrections Included is given In our

previous paper6 hereafter referred to as KN1. Since |Uel|
2 Is

very small3 we need only keep the lowest order terms in |UMi|
z or
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luel!2* T h e Michel spectrum is then given by

where Ko and R3 are shown In Eqs. (8«-c) and (IQa-c) of KN1.
6 Mixing

of heavy neutrinos Into v^ produces a change In the shape of the

normalised Michel spectrum compared to the masslesa cave7 (given by

Ko in KN1). The branch R3 where the effects of massive neutrinos

manifest cuts off at the kinematlcai ll«lt x± - l-(B1/mw)
2+O((m1/mll)'

t).

For Bj - 10 HeV/c2, xt-0.9911; in this case R3 drops quickly from *

value comparable to Bo at about one MeV below x± to zero at xj.

This behaviour shows up as a "kink" at the high energy end of the

Michel spectrum before radiative corrections are Included, as Illus-

trated in Fig. 3. In that figure, we plot the Michel spectrum in the

region of xj both with and without radiative corrections Included

compared to the massless case. The kink is largely smoothed out by

radiative corrections. We poitted out In KH1 thst the high energy end

of the spectrum la sensitive to neutrino mass due to hellclty consider-

ations. For neutrinos with mass mj of a few MeV/c2, It Is Indeed the

tip end of the spectrum where the deviation from the massless case

becomes prominent. This end of the spectrum gives useful limits for

mi<7 MeV/c2. Beyond this, sensitivity of «M2 rapidly takes over

(see Fig. 1.). For larger masses we obtain limits on |UM^|
2 by

taking advantage of the better experimental statlstlck <\t the peak of

the spectrum. For example, for m^-60 MeV/c2, x^-0.6776. In this

case, the value of R3 Is already small compared to Ro in the region

of x± and drops gradually to zero at xj. There Is no discernible

kink in the region of xj for this larger value of «j. However,
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there Is an overall change In the shape of the normalized spectrum for

any nassive neutrino mixing Into vu. In fact with m^>25 MeV/c2

this shape change results In a discernible deviation from the useless

case at the peak, of the Michel spectrum where the experimental statis-

tics are best. Thus, in our numerical analysis, we found this to be

the most sensitive region for placing limits on |Upi|2 In the mass

range m£»20-70 MeV/c2. We compare both the normalized spectrum in

the peak region and the overall shape of the spectrum to the experimen-

tal spectrum for different values of mt. Our limits are given by the

dashed curve of Fig. 1. We find that \vvi\
z-$10~2 in the mass

range mi=*5- 30 MeV/c2. The limit on (Upi|2 then rises gradual-

ly to 10'1 for mt between 30 and 70 MeV/c
2.

Somewhat Improved limits are set on the mixing Vui by consi-

dering the uncertainty In the p parameter. That Is, we have calculated

the Michel spectrum for the massless neutrino case with the quoted

limits on the p parameter8 and compared it to our spectrum equation

(1). The resulting limits on Upj are given by the dash-dot line

of Fig. 1.

The limit is reduced from that of our analysis of the precision

measurement of the u-decay Michel spectrum by a factor of about 0.5 in

the neutrino mass range of mj-20-70 MeV/c2. For neutrino masses

below 20 MeV/c2, the limit on Uvi is improved by a factor of about

0.8. The Improvement in the limit is less below mt»20 MeV/c
2 since,

as explained above, we cannot take advantage of the best statistics at

the spectrum peak but rather the sensitivity to these neutrino masses

is highest at the high energy end of the spectrum. We add here that

the data base of the quoted P parameter is accumulated from several

experiments.
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Finally, Me repeated our analysis for the hypothetical case of one

billion muon decay event*9 to Illustrate the inpact precision u-decay

experiment* would have on the question of heavy neutrinos. The

Improved statistics would reduce our Halt on |Upil2 from the present

experimental data by an order of magnitude for neutrino masses In the

rajne of 20-70 MeV/c2. For neutrino masse* below 20 MeV/c2, the Unit

on |U|iil2 Is lowered by a factor of about 0.4.

In conclusion we find that the precision aeasureaent of the si-

decay Michel spectrum can be used to obtain limits on |U)iil2-€10~2

for mj between 1 and 70 MeV/c2. Thla limit is better than that from

«pV decay for »j< 7 MeV/c
2 and much worse for 7<? u^ 30 MeV/c2. For

the range 30^m 1^50 MeV/c
2 we know of no limits on |uwl|

 2 other

than our analysis10. We also take note that a careful analyals of u~

capture In He3 can be used to obtain limit on |Uyi|2 for A O ^ m ^

80 MeV/c2 and thus Is complementary to our results11. Hence, only

small mixing values of \vvi\
2 are allowed by existing experiments.

We would like to thank Drs. M. Dlxlt, A. Olln and Prof.
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Is supported in part by the National Science and Engineering Research
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The currant experimental Hal to on |uui|
2 are shown. The

solid curves give the Halts from the two-body *+ and K+

decays as indicated. The dashed curve Is our Halt from the

aeasureaent of the Michel spectriai In ordinary muon decays.

The dash-dot curve Is the limit obtained by considering the

uncertainty in the rho parameter of the Michel spectrum.

Fig. 2. These curves show the effect of a heavy neutrino at the high

energy end of the Michel spectrum. The solid (dotted) curve

la the Michel spectrum for mssslees neutrinos without (with)

the inclusion of radiative corrections. The dashed and dash-

dot lines give the effects of a 10 MeV/c2 neutrino (with a

mixing |Uul|
2 given by the dashed curve of Fig. 1) with-

out and with the Inclusion of radiative corrections,

respectively.
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